
Instructions: Pairing Connect Pro
Pairing Mode

To bring room back to original manufacturing hold pairing button down to for
12seconds

Pairing is needed If:
● You want to use 2 Oval Remote controllers in a room so that one controls only 1
bubble tube, and the other controls a different bubble tube and a Light source for

example, you simply have to pair together the relevant remote and product(s).
Sometimes it is also needed if you have

● You have 2 rooms close to each other which interact due to the close proximity
of all of the wireless signals and you want to isolate each room so that they work

independently with their own controllers.
.

To do this follow these steps:
1. On all the products you are wanting to control with a particular Oval remote

controller,
press and hold the Pairing button until either the product flashed PINK, or the

Pairing
light flashes (depending on product). if you wish to cancel Pairing on any product,

just
hold the Pairing button again until the flashing stops. Note – this step is for the

products
and not for the remote control itself.

Bubble Tube – press and hold the ON button on the remote whilst pointing it at
the bubble tube base controller.

LED Column – Press and hold the MODE button until the tube flashed pink
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Light source – Press and hold the PAIR button until the light source flashes pink

LED Strip Controller – press and hold the PAIR button until the strip flashes pink

Please note the colourwash, egg/table and cube are automatically paired to the
controller and can’t be paired to a particular controller.

2. Once all the products that you want to control are flashing pink/off, decide which
channel you want to use on the remote. There are 8 channels represented by the 8

colour buttons on the Oval Remote Controller.
3. For example, if you want to use the Red channel, hold in the Pairing button the
side of the remote and press the Red button. You need to keep the time between

starting to
hold the Pairing button, and pressing the Red button as short as possible otherwise

the
remote will go to sleep in between and the Pairing will not be successful.

4. If the pairing is successful, the products will stop flashing pink/off. If any do not
stop

flashing, then try the pairing on the remote again from step 3.
5. You should now be able to control only the products you selected with this

remote.
6. You can pair other products together with another remote using the green channel

for example. Intotal you can use 8 oval remote switches in a room, and program
them all to control
different products.

7. To Un-Pair All products on ALL channels, hold the Pair button on the remote
control for>12s
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